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LETTER ON FEMINISM AND WOMEN IN SCIENCE
Dear colleagues:
In the last few years I have become increasingly concerned about certain negative attitudes
toward science and mathematics [I will often include mathematics and computer science in the term
"science"] developing in so-called feminist circles. My two years at the Bunting Institute, where I had a
great deal of contact with non-scientist professional women, convinced me that the situation is more
serious than many of you may realize. I am particularly concerned that a few very vocal and visible
sociologists are succeeding in promulgating opinions that are detrimental to the advancement of women
in science. Let me give some specific examples.
The attitudes expressed by Dr. Mary Poplin in a July, 1985 interview with the Boston Globe
typify my concerns. Dr. Poplin, a faculty member in the school of education at Claremont College,
discussed a recent research project on computer aptitude. The Claremont researchers concluded that
women and men had the same aptitude for computer science, but that women had significantly lower
interest in computers and related topics. So far, so good. But insread of being concerned that women
with an aptitude for computing, science, and mathematics were going into other fields, she seemed
delighted. To explain her position she invoked a number of stereotypical misconceptions about science.
She stated that women were not interested in working with quantification and that they did not want to
go " .. .into science and academic fields that use numbers as their whole means of discovery." She
continued " ... and that's the other explanation about why women are not interested in science--because it
doesn't deal with subtleties." She concluded with " ...Gilligan is women scientists' hope for corning up
with a model on which we can conduct research without reducing things to numbers. That's what
everyone in the workshop feels." (Poplin was participating in a workshop organized by Dr. Carol
Gilligan, a Harvard psychologist noted for her work on gender differences.) After reading the entire
article, I could only wonder if Poplin had ever actually met a real woman scientist.
The public prominence of some sociologists is exemplified by an article in the December 2, 1985
issue of Newsweek entitled "Liberation in the Lab." Although the article purports to discuss the
opinions of women scientists, it does not quote a single, practicing woman scientist. All of the women
quoted work in the social sciences although a few do have scientific backgrounds. A picture of Nobel
laureate Barbara McClintock and related discussion gives a particularly misleading impression. The
discussion is based entirely on Dr. Evelyn Fox Keller's biography; McClintock herself does not appear
even to have been interviewed by Newsweek. Indeed, most of the article appears to be an exposition of
Keller's views on gender and science. However, several non-scientists who discussed the article with
me assumed that it was an accurate representation of the predominant thinking of women scientists.
Regardless of what one thinks of Keller's work, it should not be represented to the public as the opinion
of women scientists.
The Newsweek article also contains some rather disturbing remarks by the sociologist, Dr. Sherry
Turkle, noted for her book The Second Self: Computers and the Hwnan Spirit. She claims that by age
ten girls and boys have different programming styles; that girls prefer the interactive approach which
she refers to as female, artistic, and "soft mastery;" while bOys prefer to plan ahead, an approach she
refers to as male and "hard mastery." This theme of gender differences in computer science pervades
her book very heavily. Other remarks suggest that she does not consider extensive planning of
programs to be either necessary or desirable. Although she acknowledges that the interactive approach
may produce more bugs, she does not regard this as significant--she even describes one bug in rather
favorable terms.
Although it is not necessarily gender-related, I cannot resist commenting on a side issue raised by
Turkle's dichotomous distinction between the "artistic" and "planning" approaches. This terminology
shows a complete failure to recognize that computer science, like other scientific fields, is ultimately a
creative endeavor. She does not seem to understand that the creativity, i.e. the art, does not lie in the
programming, which is really a routine process, or in the pictures on the terminal screen. Rather, the
really creative part is the study and development of the underlying algorithms, something she seems to
consider as technical and unartistic. Thus, Turkle shows great appreciation for the visual artistry of a
student programmer, Anne, but does not acknowledge that Anne's invention of a new data structure, a
"screened bird," is also a significant creative achievement. Turkle, by looking for art in the superficial
programming aspect of computers, seems to me like a painter who, when confronted with the score of
Beethoven' s fifth symphony, claims that it is not artistic because it is not visually attractive. Many of
my non-scientific colleagues at Bunting were surprised to learn that scientists consider themselves
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creative and artistic; they were amazed that I used words like beautiful and elegant to describe theorems
and proofs. I fear that such misunderstandings promote negative attitudes toward science which
discourage young women from scientific careers.
Returning to my main topic, I would like to discuss the feature article in the March, 1985 issue of
the Radcliffe alumnae magazine. It is entitled "Women who could rule America," and contains
statements by possible candidates for cabinet-level positions. Curiously, although there were no
candidates for several significant positions--such as Secretary of State--the article contains not one, but
three(!) candidates for the Director of NSF. Now I would have little difficulty in coming up with the
names of several women scientists who would make excellent directors of NSF. However, none of the
three Radcliffe candidates is a practicing woman scientist. All three are women with scientific
backgrounds who now work in public policy or social science areas. One of the three, former biologist
Dr. Dorothy Zinberg, did present an excellent statement which showed considerable understanding of
both the problems facing NSF and the funding of basic research. However, the other two, Dr. Evelyn
Fox Keller and Dr. Shirley M. Malcom, presented a joint statement so devoid of insight into the
relevant issues that I consider it totally unacceptable for a potential director of NSF. The article also
contains two candidates for Secretary of Health and Humar Services, only one of whom even
mentioned NIH and related issues involving biomedical research in her statement. Even if one found
some of these candidates more acceptable than I do, the failure to propose even a single active scientist
from so many candidates sustains the public misconception that qualified women scientists do not exist.
My final example concerns an article by Dr. Sheila Tobias in the June, 1985 issue of Physics
Today in which she attempts to extend her theories on math anxiety to "physics anxiety" and possibly
even "science anxiety." Although I missed this article when it first appeared, my attention was drawn to
it through a subsequent series of offensive letters by men vehemently opposed to Tobias' views. After
reading the article, I realized that, although I still found the tone of the men's letters offensive, I shared
many of their underlying concerns. Although the article has some useful insights, Tobias makes no
distinction between women who really have fundamental difficulties with basic mathematics, capable
women who do not have the proper mathematics background for studying physics, and capable, wellprepared women who choose to go to law, medical, or business school rather than pursue scientific
careers. Thus, the article left the male letter-writers with the impression that most women cannot
succeed in physics courses with the traditional high standards, and that more women will pursue careers
in the physical sciences only if we promote special introductory programs, remedial courses, and spoonfeeding. Her rebuttal does nothing to dispel this view. She objects to the view that physics and
mathematics require special talent and ability as an elitist one that keeps women out of the physical
sciences; she does not seem to consider the possibility that mathematics and physics do require special
ability but that many women, as well as men, do possess the necessary talent to pursue careers in the
physical sciences.
Although Tobias devotes a great deal of attention to "cures" for physics anxiety , she does not
mention the prophylactic effect of proper math preparation. Neither the importance of encouraging
women to take the necessary math courses in high school, nor the value of stimulating programs to
encourage the talented, are discussed in her article. On the contrary, she seems to feel that students with
only 3 years of high school math are well-prepared for calculus, physics, and engineering. Women
students who disagree merely "think" that they are inadequately prepared! In some ways, Tobias ' ideas
resemble those of Turkle, who also seems to feel that the subject must change in fundamental ways in
order to accommodate women. In particular, Turkle seems to feel that we should not insist upon
teaching women students to plan their computer programs. Instead Turkle feels that the field should
change to accept the less-structured interactive and "artistic" approach that she considers feminine.
One recurrent idea in many articles of this type is that women are more intuitive than men , where
intuition and logic are perceived of as opposites. In this context the notion that women are more
intuitive seems suspiciously like a rewording of the old bigoted male accusation that women can't think
logically. Another distressing theme, which did not surface in the examples above, is that women are
naturally more inclined to the biological sciences because of their "nurturing" instincts. I am
particularly sensitive to this misconception because, as a young graduate student in chemistry, I was
told that women should study biochemistry rather than physical chemistry. (Undeterred, I wrote my
thesis on a mathematical problem in quantum chemistry, beginning a continuous transformation to
mathematical physics.)
Although I would like to dismiss such opinions as belonging to a misinformed minority. I fear
that they are actually the tip of a very serious iceberg. As the examples from Newsweek and the Boston
Globe illustrate, these women have succeeded in attracting a great deal of attention and publicity to
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for women scientists. Non-scientists, particularly feminist academics, assume that their views represent
the majority opinion of women scientists.
That non-scientists do regard the views of this vocal minority as orthodox was impressed upon
me during my stay at the Bunting Institute. Most of the women I met at Bunting ordinarily had little or
no contact with women scientists, whom they assume to be far rarer and more isolated than we actually
are. (One seemed surprised to learn that I actually knew other women mathematicians.) Their attitudes
toward science ranged from enthusiastic amateur to severe anxiety and avoidance. But most of them,
regardless of attitude, received their information about women scientists from sociologists, some of
whom they regarded as scientists. (One considered Sheila Tobias to be the quintessential woman
mathematician.) As a result, their views about science and women scientists were often quite distorted.
Furthermore, because the social scientists in question are widely regarded as staunch feminists,
dissenting views are sometimes regarded as non-feminist.
Having, I hope, convinced you that there is cause for concern, I now come to the problem of what
to do about it. Frankly, I don't know. Obviously, we should speak out whenever possible. Because of
the disturbing tendency to dismiss individuals who hold opposing views on these issues as "nonfeminist," I feel that it is particularly important for organizations, such as the AWM, to take a stand. In
order to do this effectively we need to find ways of increasing our visibility. Ideally, news agencies
seeking commentary on such issues should seek out representatives of A WM and similar organizations,
rather than social scientists. Although AWM is very visible and effective in the mathematics
community, it does not have the same notoriety in either the popular press or in feminist circles. We
will have to find ways to change this if we want to effectively confront these issues.
Nor do I mean to condemn all social scientists. Many of them do excellent and important work.
But we do need to be aware of, and deal effectively with, those whose work affects the progress of
women in science. I think that we also need to find more ways to communicate informally with nonscientists. We should take advantage of hidden opportunities, as might occur when one serves on a
university-wide committee, to interact with non-scientists.
I hope that those of you who have persevered in reading this rather long article found it
stimulating. I would appreciate your comments and suggestions.
Sincerely,
Mary Beth Ruskai

JULIA ROBINSON'S THESIS
Lis! Gaal, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455
from a talk delivered at the New Orleans meeting in January 1986

In Memory of Julia B. Robinson
I am here to speak on behalf of Julia's many friends; in particular, I want to mention Emma and
Dick Lehmer. As many of you know, Julia was a great champion of everyone's right to privacy. She
once told me: "When I am dead, I hope I shall not be remembered by anecdotes, but for my work" . I
first met Julia in 1950 shortly after her thesis was published. [Julia B. Robinson. "Definability and
Decision Problems in Arithmetic." J. of Symb. Logic, v. 14 (1949), 98-114.] Her unusual methods were
the talk of Berkeley, so today I shall speak briefly on her Ph.D. thesis.
First a little bit of background. In 1931 Godel published his famous theorem stating that if A is
the set of all statements using variables ranging over non-negative integers (but not sets of integers), the
constant 0, operations s (successor), + and x and logical connectives 1\, v,.., and quantifiers
'V x, 3x, then A contains some statements which can neither be proved nor disproved using the Peano
axioms or any recursive extension of the Peano axioms.
In 1939 Alfred Tarsk:i however showed that the equivalent result for the theory of real numbers,
that is when the variables in the formulas of A range over the reals and the axioms are those for real
closed fields [cf. as given by van der Waerdenj is different: this result was not published until 1949 in a
Rand report [A. Tarski. "A decision method for elementary algebra and geometry." Project RAND,

